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• 3000+ miles 
shoreline




















So why does this matter
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• Tidal crossings are located lowest in stream 
and river systems
• Have the potential 
to impact 
significant habitat
• Work is happening 
now to improve 
these habitats




• Developed for riverine 
systems
• Based on adult 
salmonids
• No specific provisions 




• Appendix D of Washington State 
Water Crossing Design Guidelines
• Current riverine criteria may not be 
appropriate for intertidal sites
• Essentially recommends to create 
the biggest opening possible within 
the constraints of the project 
including budget.
• Not very helpful for both the 





• Consistently regular and repetitive.
• Tidal hydrology is uniquely tamable.
• Even the biggest of floods are predictable and 
can be dealt with by modifying infrastructure.
• Riverine hydrology is much different.





Westport Station 9441102 Datum (NAVD 88).  
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Effects on habitat quality
• Changes in hydrologic regime affect habitat in 
the vicinity of intertidal crossings.
• Vegetation
• Water quality (salinity, temp, DO, pollutant 
transport, etc.)
• Volumetric exchange
• Debris passage (seed dispersal, woody 
material, seaweed rafts, etc.)
• Many other observable impacts (ie, 
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Understanding fish use and 
behavior
• Do current structures affect the fishes ability 
to volitionally migrate within the intertidal 
habitats?
• Do fish move with the incoming tide?
• Do they swim against ebb in attempts to 
migrate upstream?
• Are they behaviorally affected by physical 
changes in hydrology and landscape at the 
crossing structures?
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Understanding fish use and 
behavior
• When where and why do the fish move?
• What species and age class utilize areas that 
incorporate intertidal crossings?
• These questions need to be answered prior to 




• Barrier assessment protocols are necessary
• Design guidelines for replacement of intertidal 
crossings.
• Understanding of fish use and behavior
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